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Staffing Roles Group Update 
 
As you will all be aware, the aim of the Staffing Roles Group was to consider three 
potential jobs and to formulate a proposal for PCC based on the needs of the church, 
the financial situation and where we felt God was leading us.   
 
We carried out a SWOT analysis of all roles as part of the work which included 
consideration of the implications of recruiting to roles and leaving them vacant and 
well as holding focus groups with PCC members. 
 
To recruit to all three of the suggested posts would have been a staffing cost of: 
 
FM £47,000 
Ops manager £25,000 
Youth and families Minister £28,000 
Total: £100,000 (plus admin now £10,000) 
 
Previous cost: £61,000 
Deficit at point of budget setting for 2017: £30,000 
 
 

Background and Summary of the Small Group 
Discussions. 
 
Focal Minister 
 
The staffing group was clear that the role of the curate and particularly James had 
been instrumental in setting up the Truro congregation. Currently James acts as the 
lead focal minister for the Truro congregation and has played a vital role here.  
 
We are convinced as a group about the need for each congregation to have a focal 
minister and this is a model we feel should be pursued.  
 
Whilst we would like to appoint a full time paid associate minister to enable Marc to 
grow the work across our congregations and grow more congregations, we do not 
feel we are in a position to do that at the moment given the suggested costings and 
the priorities expressed by the PCC.  
 
Our proposal is to focus on our stewardship and sense of vision for the next 19 
months with a clear ambition to appoint to an associate minister for April 2019. We 
have secured an in principal commitment from our Bishop for this role - he would be 
willing to license a minister to this role. There may also be the possibility of 
some/part funding coming at that stage as part of the diocese strategy ‘Confidence in 
the Gospel’. 
 
Given this proposal we also considered how we might continue to grow our ministry 
across our congregations over the next 19 months given James’ curacy will come to 
an end as soon as he finds the right next role.  
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Our suggestion is that Marc (who is currently the lead focal minster for All Hallows) 
will also take on the role of being the lead focal minster for Truro. To enable this we 
need to create some capacity for Marc.  
 
1. As All Hallows is the more robust and longer established congregation we are 
going to need to look to the All Hallows’ leadership team to take on more 
responsibility for the leadership of their congregation and the tasks that follow. 
Jonathan Larkin as church warden and member of the AH leadership team has 
indicated he is willing to ensure this.  
 
2. To attempt to secure a curate to join us from June 2018. Our Bishop has indicated 
he is willing for this to happen in principal. A lot depends on the suitability of 
individual candidates. It should be noted different curates come with different gifts 
and so their role will look quite different from the one James had. Also curates are 
here for training and so Marc will need to invest time and energy in doing this.  
 
3. There will be a requirement for additional support to be given from the whole 
congregations. For example it is impossible to lead services in both Truro and All 
Hallows on any one Sunday. More people will need to lead services or existing 
leaders will need to lead more regularly. This is fine in theory but in practice we 
anticipate there being ‘pinch points’ when ‘everyone is away that weekend’. 
 
4.There will be a requirement for the whole PCC to support Marc in this situation, 
particularly at times when he is unable to carry out some duties that might be felt 
important. We imagine there will be impact in areas like pastoral visiting or taking 
home communions (James is especially good at this ministry and we will miss the 
time and skill with which he is able to do this) or being present at some church 
events (for example James actively supports Stay and Play often delivering the story 
time slot or the thought at Food for Thought). 
 
(One potential benefit of Marc taking on this role is it may assist with the “us and 
them” feeling that was communicated suggesting that AH benefits from much of the 
resource and Truro has to fend for itself – this was seen as a potentially positive 
outcome.) 
 

 
Youth work 
 
- There was widespread support for this linked with our vision for increasing the work 

in Truro and creating a Youth Hub (revisiting the Bishop’s Den proposal).  
 

- There were questions about the balance between work with our existing young 
people and work reaching out to young people not currently in church (furthering 
the kingdom) with an interesting mix of people who wanted more youth work in 
church and those who wanted the paid person to do more to bring non-churched 
youth to Christ.   
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- At the end there was consensus towards someone to lead our team who look after 
our own, but who does work with schools colleges and takes the work to the non-
churched youth. 

 
- This has an implication for our Families work. In order to extend our work outside 

the church something else has to be lost from the current job description.  Although 
there is very strong support for the excellent work the Families Ministry team do, 
there was a feeling that the paid member of staff may be better used where 
volunteers cannot work; such as in schools and colleges where the work happens 
when most volunteers are doing their own paid jobs. 

 
- There was a discussion about part-time vs full-time work.  This was considered by 

the Staffing Group who felt that once a Friday and Sunday were taken out of part 
time working hours there would be very little time left for other work so full time 
should be the first option. 

 
- The small groups were in favour of removing the accommodation package from the 

youth minister role. 
 
- The Staffing Group evaluated the salaries of many advertised Youth posts (which 
now frequently do not include accommodation), and felt that £25,000 was midway 
between the £30k top end and £22k bottom end salary range. 

 
 
Support/Operations Role 
 
- There was general lack of support for replacing the current role, but concern that 
some aspects of the Ops Manager role won’t be done and will leave us in potentially 
hot water (eg. data protection, charity commission requirements, policy 
implementation and safeguarding) 
- Members voiced opinions that the full time role became a barrier to people 
volunteering and created un-necessary obstruction 
- When considering the 20 point Kea Vision plan there were many areas where the 
lack of a person to drive projects forward would hamper development.  
- The Staffing Group reviewed the role at length and felt that a part time person to 
maintain legal compliance and take the responsibility away from volunteers would be 
beneficial. 
- The group also felt that someone with skills to help the church action the Vision 
plan would be more important if Marc’s time is constrained.  
- The suggestion was to initially advertise internally with the hope that ‘a suitable 
person would come forward.  
- The group considered recruiting to this as a volunteer post but recognised that 
although there were people with the skills, the lack of accountability in a voluntary 
role could be detrimental to its function. 
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Proposal for PCC 
 
The Staffing Group are proposing the following two roles with a commitment to plan 
for a Focal Minister for Truro in April 2019 
The following are brief descriptors of the roles; detailed job descriptions and person 
specifications based on this will be prepared if PCC support these plans.  The 
Development Lead role in particular may require adjusting depending on the 
direction of movement and support following the Bishops Conference; however the 
fundamental aspects of the post will remain as described.  
 
Please see the Coggle diagram (separate doc) for areas where the two roles are 
used to help implement the 20 Point Vision Plan.  
Please direct comments or questions prior to the PCC meeting to Sian – 
benandsian@hotmail.com 
 

Youth Minister 
 
Full Time £25k 6 days per week. Aiming to appoint Jan 2018 

 To implement the Kea Church vision for the youth work within the church and 
a youth hub in Truro 

 To be a disciple maker; making the church accessible for all young people 
and enabling them to grow as Christians who can share the gospel and make 
new disciples of others 

 To ensure young people feel safe in exploring and developing their faith in the 
context of their community 

 To take primary responsibility for the leadership of the Youth Ministry  

 To equip, empower and support members of the voluntary youth team and 
congregation to engage with the youth work using their own particular 
strengths and gifts 

 To take an active role in local schools or colleges engaging with and 
supporting the Christian Unions 

 To facilitate the involvement of young people in Sunday services 

 To plan trips and residential camps for young people 

 To have an understanding of safeguarding and child protection policies and 
ensure that they are being followed. 

 To work with the finance team to plan and budget for the Youth and Children’s 
Ministry. 

 
Person specifications.  
Essential:  

 Strong Christian faith 

 Desire to work across secular and different denominational settings to bring 
the knowledge of Jesus to all young people in Truro,  

 Proven skills in team leadership,  

 At least 5 years’ experience of youth leadership,  

 Able and willing to lead youth residential/mission activities 

 IT literate 
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Development Lead 
Part time 2-3 days per week. £12-15,000 dependent on experience/hours. Aiming to 
appoint from Oct 2017. 
 

 To support the Vicar and Leadership Teams in turning the Kea Church vision 
into reality 

 To enable continual change for effectiveness 

 To release the pastoral staff for church growth 

 To ensure the congregations and projects are managed well, and to support 
staff management 

 To co-ordinate all aspects of organisation & communication 

 To ensure volunteers are supported, and offered appropriate training and 
development to maximise their potential.  

 
Person specifications.  
Essential:  

 Strong Christian faith 

 A desire to work across secular and various denominational settings to bring 
the knowledge of Jesus to all,  

 Proven skills in team leadership,  

 Proven skills in change management  

 Evidence of the ability to lead and manage projects delivering on timescales 
and budget, working with a variety of age groups and skills 

 IT literate 

 Skills in legal compliance monitoring and policy integration 

 Willingness to work within Kea Church congregations 

 Evidence of ability to manage teams and volunteers 
 
Role:  

 assist all leadership teams and vicar with significant projects,  

 support the teams in development of ideas and plans, and bring these into 
action 

 monitor compliance with policies and ensure the church as an organisation is 
legally compliant 

 devise a communications strategy which enables two-way communication for 
all church members  

 devise an outward facing communication strategy which enables the 
community to interact with the church 

 
 


